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Introduction and Administrative
Restroom and Refreshments are up to you.

If you want to receive WINGS credit for this session you 
will have to sign into your faasafety.gov account and use 
the procedures described in the past meetings.



IMC Club Purpose
The IMC Club’s purpose is to promote instrument flying, proficiency, 
and safety. The intent is to create a community of pilots willing to 
share information, provide recognition, foster communications, 
promote safety, and build proficiency in instrument flying.

IMC Club is a subsidiary of the Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA). 
Continued participation in IMC Club activities requires an active EAA 
membership. See your meeting coordinator for more information.



IMC Club Presentation Archive
The slides from these presentations can reviewed at:

https://eaa1361.org/

Select:  Blog - Flight Training - IMC Club Presentations

https://eaa1361.org/


Notes From Last Meeting
The aircraft was a 1978 Cessna 182Q with an Aspen EFD 1000, 
GNS430W and an STEC 55x autopilot. 

The flight was to your home airport, Lunkin (KLUK) near Cincinnatti, 
OH, after visiting friends in Parkersburg, WV (KPKB).

The departure weather is VFR so the plan was to get up to a cruising 
altitude of 8000’ MSL and pick up an IFR clearance for the arrival.

Any questions or comments?

Takeaways:  Have a plan B and the backups to accomplish it



Announcements
AirVenture 2020 cancelled

Tue, June 2 - VMC Club Meeting - 6 PM - Online using Zoom Meetings

Thu, June 4 - EAA Chapter 1361 Meeting - 6 PM - Online using Zoom Meeting

Tue, June 23 - IMC Club Meeting - 6 PM - Online using Zoom Meetings ?

    



Discussion - Quiz Time!

    



1. You are landing at an airport with approach control, but ATC does not say 
which approach to expect.  What gives? (Multiple Answers = MA)

     A.  The weather is too good.
     B.  You’re getting a visual approach
     C.  The airport only has one IAP
     D.  It’s on the ATIS



1. You are landing at an airport with approach control, but ATC does not say 
which approach to expect.  What gives? (Multiple Answers)

     A.  The weather is too good.
     B.  You’re getting a visual approach
     C.  The airport only has one IAP
     D.  It’s on the ATIS

An approach will not be furnished when the visibility is 3 SM or better and the 
ceiling is at or above the highest initial approach altitude for any IAP for the 
airport. You have not been assigned or vectored for the visual. With but one 
approach, it’s clear which one will be flown. Check ATIS.  AIM 5-4-4 (a)



2. You are told to “expect the RNAV Rwy 11 approach”  (MA)

A.  That’s a clearance.
B. Conditions may dictate changing approach information.
C. You must accept whatever approach ATC specifies.
D. The information is for planning your arrival.



2. You are told to “expect the RNAV 11 approach”  (MA)

A.  That’s a clearance.
B. Conditions may dictate changing approach information.
C. You must accept whatever approach ATC specifies.
D. The information is for planning your arrival.

It’s not a clearance and is subject to change due to winds, weather, a blocked runway, 
etc. You never have to accept what ATC issues to you. Advise ATC immediately if you cannot 
fly the approach given or prefer another.   AIM 5-4-4 (b)



3.  You are landing at a non-towered airport with automated weather. You are 
expected to:  (MA)

A.  Advise ATC on receipt of the weather
B.  Fly whatever approach is most into the wind
C.  Say intentions
D.  do nothing, ATC expects you to have the weather



3.  You are landing at a non-towered airport with automated weather. You are 
expected to:  (MA)

A.  Advise ATC on receipt of the weather
B.  Fly whatever approach is most into the wind
C.  Say intentions
D.  do nothing, ATC expects you to have the weather

Advise ATC that you have the weather and state your intentions.   AIM 5-4-4 (c)



4.  Controllers rely on the ASOS/AWSS/AWOS weather disseminated at a 
non-towered airport.

A. True
B. False



4.  Controllers rely on the ASOS/AWSS/AWOS weather disseminated at a 
non-towered airport.

A. True
B. False

Controllers use ASOS/AWSS/AWOS weather information for trends and 
planning. They rely on the pilot for current weather information. If the pilot cannot 
receive the automated weather, the controller will issue the weather that they have. 
As always, the pilot is responsible for deciding if the weather and visibility are 
adequate for the approach and landing.   AIM 5-4-4-(c)(NOTE 2)



5.  A pilot adhering to the IAP charted courses and altitudes or vectors and 
altitudes issued by ATC is (MA)

A.  assured of terrain but not obstruction clearance
B.  assured of both terrain and obstruction clearance
C.  eligible for a Gold Seal
D.  guaranteed runway or airport alignment on approach

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           



5.  A pilot adhering to the IAP charted courses and altitudes or vectors and 
altitudes issued by ATC is (MA)

A.  assured of terrain but not obstruction clearance
B.  assured of both terrain and obstruction clearance
C.  eligible for a Gold Seal
D.  guaranteed runway or airport alignment on approach

       IAPs are designed to provide a safe IFR descent from the enroute 
environment into the terminal area during IMC at a specific airport   AIM 5-4-5 
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6.  An altitude charted as 6000  is a ____________  altitude.

A. minimum
B. maximum
C. mandatory
D. recommended



6.  An altitude charted as 6000  is a ____________  altitude.

A. minimum
B. maximum
C. mandatory
D. recommended

Recommended altitudes are depicted with no over or underscore. These 
altitudes are depicted, among other reasons, for descent planning.   AIM  5-4-5 
(b)(4)



7.  The final approach fix for a precision approach is denoted on an approach 
chart as a:

A. Maltese cross
B. bold-faced X
C. Lightning bolt symbol
D. GPS fly-over waypoint



7.  The final approach fix for a precision approach is denoted on an approach 
chart as a:

A. Maltese cross
B. bold-faced X
C. Lightning bolt symbol
D. GPS fly-over waypoint

The ILS glide slope should be intercepted at the published glide slope 
intercept altitude. This point marks the final approach fix (FAF) and is depicted by 
a lightning bolt symbol. This marks the beginning of the final approach segment of 
the approach procedure.   AIM 5-4-5 (b)(NOTE 2)



8.  You intercept the ILS glideslope outside the final approach fix and follow it. Is this 
safe?  (MA)

A. It establishes a stable approach prior to the final approach fix.

B. It does not insure that altitudes for any preceding fixes will be complied with.

C. The pilot is not responsible for complying with published altitudes because the 
aircraft is on the glideslope.

D. The higher altitude may conflict with traffic or airspace.



8.  You intercept the ILS glideslope outside the final approach fix and follow it. Is this 
safe?  (MA)

A. It establishes a stable approach prior to the final approach fix.

B. It does not insure that altitudes for any preceding fixes will be complied with.

C. The pilot is not responsible for complying with published altitudes because the 
aircraft is on the glideslope.

D. The higher altitude may conflict with traffic or airspace.

This procedure is fine if there are no fixes with altitude constraints. The controller 
may be curious as to what you are doing but it is not illegal. Following the glideslope 
outside the FAF does not guarantee that altitude restrictions in that part of the approach 
will be met.     AIM  5-4-5 (b) (NOTE 2)



9. Your alternate airport has an LPV approach. Which alternate minimums apply during 
your flight planning?

A. 600-2

B. published minimums for the approach

C.  800-2

D. 1000-3



9. Your alternate airport has an LPV approach. Which alternate minimums apply during 
your flight planning?

A. 600-2

B. published minimums for the approach

C.  800-2

D. 1000-3

Approaches with vertical guidance (LPV) are non-precision because they do not 
meet ICAO Annex 10 standards for a precision approach. Use the non-precision 
800-2.

-- IPH p. 4-6



10.   Departure procedures require that the pilot   (MA)

A. file an ODP or SID as appropriate
B. be at least 50’ AGL at the departure end of the runway (DER)
C. climb 200’/NM after crossing the DER
D. climb straight ahead until reaching 400’ AGL before turning



10.   Departure procedures require that the pilot   (MA)

A. file an ODP or SID as appropriate
B. be at least 50’ AGL at the departure end of the runway (DER)
C. climb 200’/NM after crossing the DER
D. climb straight ahead until reaching 400’ AGL before turning

ATC will assign a SID if necessary unless you specify “NO SID.”  Rarely, ATC 
assigns an ODP. Writing “will depart (airport)(runway) via textual ODP” in the 
Remarks section or verbally informing ATC will clarify your intentions. Pilots are 
expected to cross the DER at 35’ AGL and then climb at a minimum of 200’/NM.   
IFP p. 1-16



Tonight’s Scenario

Your aircraft is a Mooney M20 equipped with a Garmin 430.

You are returning to your home airport, Suffolk Executive (KSFQ) near 
Suffolk, VA after a trip to Florida with friends.

This is a two-leg trip with instrument flight plans filed for each leg. 
Your weather briefing shows the potential for moderate turbulence 
and low IFR conditions for the second leg of this night cross-country.



Next IMC Club Meetings
Online at 6 PM:  

June 23

July 28

August 25



Coordinated by:
EAA Chapter 1361, Inc.

Meetings: 6 pm on 1st Thursday of the Month

Reno-Stead Airport Terminal Meeting Room

Contact: imc-club@eaa1361.org   or   president@eaa1361.org

https://eaa1361.org

Click on ‘Membership’ to join online.

mailto:imc-club@eaa1361.org
mailto:president@eaa1361.org
https://eaa1361.org

